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Part II

Perhaps the greatest advantage of a Green Homestead is the personal freedom accounted for. During the initial phases of a homestead, you can do anything you want. You can avoid responsibilities, you can pursue your own goals, and you can be as free as you want to be. However, as you begin to prepare in those things, you will find that things begin to change. You will find that you cannot just do whatever you want, for there are responsibilities that come with community living. These responsibilities will force you to change your ways of living, for you cannot just do things as you please and expect others to live as you please.

Community living is not just a matter of living in a small, isolated community. It is a matter of living in a larger community, one that is composed of many people, each with their own goals and desires. You cannot just live in isolation and expect others to live as you please. You must learn to work with others, to cooperate with them, and to respect their wishes.
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